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Charged particles with spin have 
a magnetic moment.

𝝁 = 𝑔!
"

#$!
𝑺

𝑔! = gyromagnetic ratio

A triumph of the Dirac Equation
and Quantum Electrodynamics (QED)

Lowest Order QED Predicts  𝑔! = 2
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However, Quantum Corrections 
predicts 𝑔! ≠ 2

𝑎! =
𝑔! − 2
2

The anomalous 
portion is called
𝑎!

Schwinger was the first to 
calculate the 1-loop QED 
correction.
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𝑎! probes TeV scale physics via quantum corrections ! 
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History of Theory and Measurements

Plot by D. Hertzog



Muon g-2 
>200 collaborators
35 Institutions
7 countries 
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experimentalists
accelerator physicists
... and theorists 
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g-2 Apparatus Moved From BNL to Fermilab



On April 7th 2021, we announced our first result. 
First new measurement in nearly 20 years ! 
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3.3 
s

3.7 s

We agree
with BNL !
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Why all the excitement ? 

The Standard Model prediction is extremely 
solid (more later) 

BNL and FNAL agree: results are less likely to 
be a fluke  

We can talk seriously about new physics
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The Theory  .....

To fully appreciate the implications of 𝑎!

I must review (or introduce) some concepts 
in Quantum Field Theory

e.g.  See Peskin & Schroeder:  Introduction to QFT 
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𝛾" connects 𝑢# → 𝑢# and 𝑢$ → 𝑢$

Basic property of Dirac Gamma Matrices and Spinors

“It does not flip chirality”    

𝑩

𝜇 Nonrelativistic QM𝑈 = −
𝑒
𝑚

1 𝒔 ) 𝑩

𝑀 ~ -𝑢! 𝑒𝛾" 𝑢!𝐴" 𝑞
Lowest Order 

Quantum Field
Theory Language
and Dirac Spinors
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𝝈𝜶𝜷 flips Chirality
It connects 𝒖𝑳 → 𝒖𝑹 and 𝒖𝑹 → 𝒖𝑳

𝑩

𝜇 Nonrelativistic QM𝑈 = −
𝑒
𝑚

1 + 𝑎! 𝒔 ) 𝑩

𝑀 ~ -𝑢! 𝑒𝐹# 𝑞$ 𝛾" +
𝑖𝑒
2𝑚

𝑭𝟐 𝒒𝟐 𝝈𝜶𝜷𝑞( 𝑢!𝐴" 𝑞

Most General Form
for a CP conserving
interaction between
a muon and EM field

(QFT Language) 𝐹+ 0 = 1 𝑭𝟐 𝟎 = 𝒂𝝁
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General Statements

Diagrams contributing to 𝒂𝝁
are

Loop-induced
CP Conserving
Flavor Conserving

and

Flips Chirality 

The Higgs coupling to fermions
flips chirality ! 

𝛾

Example: Dark Photon

Δ𝑎!~ *!
"

+#$
"

(One power of 𝑚! for C-flip, another for the loop integral.
Mass Scale for NP in the denominator)
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General Statements

Diagrams contributing to 𝒂𝝁
are

Loop-induced
CP Conserving
Flavor Conserving

and

Flips Chirality 

𝛾

Example: Lepto Quark 

(One power of 𝑚! for the loop integral. 
One power of 𝑚" for the C-flip, LQ couplings,
Mass Scale for LQ in the denominator)

Δ𝑎!~
/!/"

0#$
% (LQ couplings)

The Higgs coupling to fermions
flips chirality ! 
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The Standard Model Prediction

g-2 Theory Initiative to arrive at consensus SM prediction

White Paper (WP) released in 2020
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QED
(known to 
at least 
5 loops)

EW

aQED
µ (↵(Cs)) = 116 584 718.9 (1)⇥ 10�11

<latexit sha1_base64="jslMJiAKjL0WKnE49hRQIicInxE=">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</latexit>

0.001 ppm

aEW
µ = 153.6 (1.0)⇥ 10�11

<latexit sha1_base64="h19OLW6lqQS/KfK0kDqVsJ1iWoA=">AAACGHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIQKOk60vhZCUQSXFewDOm3JpJk2NJkZkoxQhn6GG3/FjQtF3Hbn35g+Ftp64MLhnHu59x4v4kxpx/m25uYXFpeWUyvp1bX1jc3M1nZZhbEktERCHsqqhxXlLKAlzTSn1UhSLDxOK173duhXnqhULAwedS+idYHbAfMZwdpIzcwxbroibiSuFPCu0ofXEJ2d2ufuYQ7ZzgFMQ1czQRVETiM5QqjfzGQd2xkBzhI0IVkwQbGZGbitkMSCBppwrFQNOZGuJ1hqRjjtp91Y0QiTLm7TmqEBNtvqyeixPtw3Sgv6oTQVaDhSf08kWCjVE57pFFh31LQ3FP/zarH2L+sJC6JY04CMF/kxhzqEw5Rgi0lKNO8Zgolk5lZIOlhiok2WaRMCmn55lpRPbJS3rx7y2cLNJI4U2AV7IAcQuAAFcA+KoAQIeAav4B18WC/Wm/VpfY1b56zJzA74A2vwA9vIm+g=</latexit>

0.01 ppm

aµ = aµ(QED) + aµ(Weak) + aµ(Hadronic)

<latexit sha1_base64="CR0ze3yngUacBYw37OS95g8rOLM=">AAACMXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIFaHMSEU3QvECXbZgL9CWciZN29AkMyQZoQx9JTe+ibjpQhG3voTpZWFbD4T8fP85JOf3Q860cd2xk1hb39jcSm6ndnb39g/Sh0dVHUSK0AoJeKDqPmjKmaQVwwyn9VBRED6nNX9wP/Frz1RpFsgnMwxpS0BPsi4jYCxqp4vQbooI3+LZnY2bSuDy48PoHF8ssBqFwQosQkcFkhFrtNMZN+dOC68Kby4yaF6ldvqt2QlIJKg0hIPWDc8NTSsGZRjhdJRqRpqGQAbQow0rJQiqW/F04xE+s6SDu4GyRxo8pX8nYhBaD4VvOwWYvl72JvA/rxGZ7k0rZjKMDJVk9lA34tgEeBIf7jBFieFDK4AoZv+KSR8UEGNDTtkQvOWVV0X1Muflc1flfKZwN48jiU7QKcoiD12jAiqiEqoggl7QO/pAn86rM3a+nO9Za8KZzxyjhXJ+fgFxqabE</latexit>

WP20 g-2 Theory Initiative

QED:  Largest Size but smallest error

EW:    Small contribution, but is a benchmark for sensitivity to 
higher mass scales
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Hadronic
Vacuum
Polarization

Hadronic
Light-by-Light

aµ = aµ(QED) + aµ(Weak) + aµ(Hadronic)

<latexit sha1_base64="CR0ze3yngUacBYw37OS95g8rOLM=">AAACMXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIFaHMSEU3QvECXbZgL9CWciZN29AkMyQZoQx9JTe+ibjpQhG3voTpZWFbD4T8fP85JOf3Q860cd2xk1hb39jcSm6ndnb39g/Sh0dVHUSK0AoJeKDqPmjKmaQVwwyn9VBRED6nNX9wP/Frz1RpFsgnMwxpS0BPsi4jYCxqp4vQbooI3+LZnY2bSuDy48PoHF8ssBqFwQosQkcFkhFrtNMZN+dOC68Kby4yaF6ldvqt2QlIJKg0hIPWDc8NTSsGZRjhdJRqRpqGQAbQow0rJQiqW/F04xE+s6SDu4GyRxo8pX8nYhBaD4VvOwWYvl72JvA/rxGZ7k0rZjKMDJVk9lA34tgEeBIf7jBFieFDK4AoZv+KSR8UEGNDTtkQvOWVV0X1Muflc1flfKZwN48jiU7QKcoiD12jAiqiEqoggl7QO/pAn86rM3a+nO9Za8KZzxyjhXJ+fgFxqabE</latexit>

0.37 ppm

0.15 ppm

WP20 g-2 Theory Initiative

These two terms
receive most of
the attention.

WP20 uses primarily
data-driven dispersive
results
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Lattice
Data-Based Dispersive
Lattice and Data
Official WP20 Value
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a
µ

HLbL
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WP20 data-driven

RBC/UKQCD19
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N/JN09

J17

 (+ charm-loop)
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BMW17

BDJ19

RBC/UKQCD
data/lattice

PACS19
RBC/UKQCD18

FHM19
Mainz/CLS19
ETM18/19
BMW20
LM20

BNLHVP from:

BMW20

Hadronic Light-by-Light 𝑎!#$ − 𝑎!
%&' for various HVP Estimates      
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Some Context

The BMW20 Result is the first Lattice QCD HVP result with 
sub % accuracy.  The result is in tension with the 
traditional dispersive method using data.   On its own,
BMW20 result implies much less room for new physics.

We will continue to use the recommended
Theory Initiative value, which currently does not include BMW20

Combining the BMW20 result is currently not straight
forward.   (More discussion at the end)
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The Experiment 

and 

the Storage Ring Technique
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Muons:  A Great Tool for Experimentalists

Can be produced copiously in 
proton collisions and pion 
decays

Can select momentum and 
polarization

Lucky Combination of lifetime, 
mass, and charge

Decays are very simple 

Self-Analyzing Weak Decay 

We use a precision 
magnetic field to 
continuously probe 
the muon spin for
at least 10 lifetimes.



Clean Source of Intense 
and >90% Polarized 

3.1 GeV Muons

24

Tight FODO spacing 
(w.r.t. BNL)

Long Decay Line

Kicker for Proton
removal

24
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Beam Time Structure

16 fills every 1.4 seconds

~ 10,000 muons per fill 

~ 700 𝜇𝑠𝑒𝑐 fill duration (~ 10 muon lifetimes) 



Ring Anatomy
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1.45 Tesla Magnet

14.2 meter Diameter Ring

~5 cm diameter beam
in an evacuated volume



10 mrad Magnetic Kicker

8 Quads for vertical focusing
(43% Coverage)

Superconducting Inflector

Beam Storage
Components

27



Positron Detectors

28

1/12 of the ring



Particle Detectors 24 stations of PbFl2 Xtals

2 in-vacuum non-destructive
positron tracking stations

destructive fiber beam 
profile monitors
and beam-entrance 
detectors 29



Spin and Momentum Precession in a Storage Ring

True for any  momentum  (i.e. Any Ring Size)
Can be done on a table top !

Amazing Property shown by the Bargmann-Michel-Telegdi Equation (1954) 

30

The difference 
frequency is

𝝎𝒔 −𝝎𝒄 ≡ 𝝎𝒂

Rate of change of
longitudinal 
polarization
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Spin and Momentum Precession in a Storage Ring
for an ideal planar  circular orbit in a pure B field, 
there is an amazing simplification:

𝝎𝒔 −𝝎𝒄 = 𝝎𝒂 = −
𝑞
𝑚!

𝑎!𝑩

”All” we have to do is measure 𝝎𝒂 and 𝑩

Measure the magnetic field 𝐵

Measure 𝜔6 (the rate of change of longitudinal polarization)  
and correct for the non-ideal case



Measuring Muon Longitudinal Polarization

Tagging high energy positrons

32

Select



Main Analysis Plot

Number of 
Positrons 
Above 1.7 GeV
versus
Time in Fill

The frequency
is 𝝎𝒂

33



Actually:  Spin and Momentum Precession in 
Electric and Magnetic Field are very complicated

𝑑𝜷
𝑑𝑡 =

𝑒
𝛾𝑚 𝑬 + 𝜷 𝑥 𝑩 − 𝜷 𝜷 - 𝑬

𝑑
𝑑𝑡

.𝜷 - 𝒔 = −
𝑒
𝑚𝑐 𝒔! - 𝑎".𝜷 𝒙 𝑩 +

𝑔𝛽
2 −

1
𝛽 𝑬

Our Experimental
Observable

34

Electric Field
Perturbation

Use “Magic”
Momentum Muons
(3.1 GeV/c)



The Magic Momentum Technique

Can use Electrostatic
Quadrupoles
with only a
small penalty

Vertical Focusing

Horizontal Defocusing

−18 𝐾𝑉 −18 𝐾𝑉

+18 𝐾𝑉

+18 𝐾𝑉

35
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The Magnet 

and 

Measuring the Magnetic Field
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Gordon Danby’s (BNL)  Ingenious Magnet Design 

Super Conducting 
Technology allowed
for low heat load

6 Mega Joules of stored EM
Energy

Built by BNL in the mid 1990’s
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A 600T Precision Swiss Watch
~10000 Adjustment Knobs

Dipole
1     Magnet Current   
24 Outer Shim Plates  
~8500 Thin shim foils

Quadrupole
864 Wedge Shims

Sextupole
144 Edge Shims 

Radial Field
~20  Trim Coils
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Measuring the Field with Proton NMR

𝑎! =
𝜔.
𝐵
𝑚!

𝑒

For protons at rest in the magnetic field, their spin also precesses:

𝜔/ =
𝑔/𝑒
2𝑚/

𝐵 Measure the proton Larmor
Frequency and extract B
using external constants  

%""
#$"(Larmor Frequency)
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Measuring the Field with Proton NMR

𝑎" =
#!
$
%"
&

= #!
'##$ ()%)

"#$ )%
"& )%

"& +
"&

%"
%&

,&
-

Actually, we take external constants from:

H-maser,  Muonium HFS, and Penning
Trap experiments,  and QED Theory.

Known to ~ 24 ppb



Pulsed 
NMR

O(1 msec) Bandwidth
O(10 Hz) Sampling Rate

Typical “Proton Precession” Signal in Water

41

Easily achieve ppb 
precision in a high 
field



NMR Probes

"Trolley” measures 2D profile
(must turn OFF beam)

“Fixed” NMR probes
(monitors B during muon storage)

42



4 publications
representing
3 Years 
of AnalysisIt is impossible to cover all details

reasonably ...

Only cover a few effects 
(reflecting my personal bias)

Apologies to my colleagues ...

43



Main Worries

What is the Field in between 
trolley runs ? magnet stability

Magnetic Transients caused 
by pulsed kicker and quads

How do we know 𝜔< is
correct ?  Absolute 
Calibration Procedure

44



Typical Magnet Stability

Order Few ppm drift over 3 days

Related to hall temperature
stability

(No longer a problem)

45



Main Worries:  
Early-to-late Effects 

Detector Gain Stability

Pileup Background to 𝑒=

Phase Population changes

Beam Motion (since it couples
to detector acceptance)

Really an ensemble

46



Gain Stability: Mapped with Laser System

Gain Drop from initial beam 
flash at injection

Gain Drop from 
consecutive hits

47



Master Formula

Magnetic Transient
Corrections

Beam Dynamics Corrections

Spatial 
Convolution
with muon 
beam

Absolute
Field 
Calibration

Hardware
Blinded Clock

48



Important Facts
about Beam Motion

49



Ideal Injection 
and Kick

Ideal
Stored
Orbit

Injection
Orbit

Muon Injection 

~200 Gauss Kick
~ 5000 Amps 
~ 200 nsec pulse

50



Kick not strong
enough

Ideal
Stored
Orbit

Actual
Orbit

~200 Gauss Kick

~ 4 cm

“Horizontal Betatron
Oscillation”

51



Quads 
decreases
Horizontal
Betatron
tune

𝝂𝒙 < 𝟏

52



Horizontal Coherent Betatron Motion (due to 𝝂𝒙 < 𝟏)

View seen by a 
the trackers

(similar effect in
vertical direction)

53



5 parameter fit residuals poor due to Beam motion 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Frequency [MHz]

0.0
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1.0

1.2
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T 

m
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CBOf
a f± CBOf

VWf
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Finite Calorimeter Acceptance

55

Since calorimeter size is finite,
we are sensitive to decay vertex position



”Wiggle” Phase and Asymmetry has a 2D dependence

The 𝜔. plot is the ensemble average. The beam profile must be 
well-understood during measurement period.

Asymmetry 
Difference

Phase 
Difference

56



2 damaged Quad Resistors caused Beam Instability in Fill

Two (out of 32) Quad Electrode Voltages rose too slowly 

57

−18 𝐾𝑉 −18 𝐾𝑉

+18 𝐾𝑉

+18 𝐾𝑉

“Phase Acceptance” Correction took 1 year to pin down.

beam



Run 1 Datasets

Run 1 collected in 

spring 2018. 

4 datasets based on 

the quadrupole and 

kicker voltages

Dataset Quad
field index

Kicker
[kV]

Number of 
Positrons

1a 0.108 130 0.9B

1b 0.120 137 1.3B

1c 0.120 132 2.0B

1d 0.108 125 4.0B

Total statistics =8.2B e+ ~ 1.2x BNL

58



22 Parameter Fit

59



Final Result from a 22 parameter fit (dataset 1d)

60



Uncertainties

61

434 ppb statistical 

⨁

157 ppb systematic



Multiple Independent Analyses

6 extractions of 𝜔' emphasizing 
different systematics

3  e+ pileup algorithms

2 B-field tracking 
algorithms

2 kicker transient 
measurements

3 spin/momentum 
simulations

2 FEA of quad field

2 Momentum distribution 
extraction methods

2  proton precession 
waveform fitters

2 absolute field
calibrations

62

2  independent reconstructions



The Future
TDR

• RUN1 is only 6% of the 
final dataset ... with 4 
configurations.

• Recently surpassed 10 
BNL data sets.

• Runs 2, 3 has ~1 data-
taking configuration with 
higher kick setting

• Run 4 (now) has the best
kicker setting (met TDR) !  

63

NOW
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Constraints on new physics scenarios

In Conclusion:



Implications for New Physics Landscape

65

Figure of Merit:  𝑎! >?>? − 𝑎! @0 ~ 1.7 𝑎!AB6C

Wide variety of models with 1, 2, or 3 field extensions.  

Few survive the combined constraints from the LHC and DM 
searches, and 𝒂𝝁 .    They predict too small 𝒂𝝁 .

See https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.03691.pdf.  Athron, et. al.

Notable models that are still viable:    2 Higgs Doublet, 
Scalar Lepto-Quark, general MSSM models.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.03691.pdf


Ideas for Resolving: 𝑎- ././−𝑎- 01

Higgs → 𝜇0𝜇1 measurement at the LHC or future lepton 

colliders would be very interesting since chirality flipping

enhancements is related to the mass mechanism.

66

Higgsino, Winos, and neutralino
correction to the muon mass
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BMW lattice calculation is in tension with traditional 
data-driven Dispersive technique.

The dispersive technique has been studied for decades.
Uncertainties are agreed to be experimental.

(Is there new physics in this difference ? )

There are other ideas:  MuonE

We await the next word from the theory community.

Open Questions with the SM prediction
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Dispersive Technique BMW20 Other New Approaches

Dispersion Relation
+ Analyticity
+ Optical Theorem 
+ Data from 
𝑒(𝑒) and 𝜏 → ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠

MUonE Proposal (CERN)

𝜇(𝑒) → 𝜇(𝑒) elastic scattering
of 150 GeV muons in the 
Feynman x range = 0 - 0.93

 1e−05

 0.0001

 0.001

 0.01

 0.1

 1

 10

 100

 0.4  0.6  0.8  1  1.2  1.4  1.6  1.8

R
(s

)

Ös [GeV]

Full hadronic R ratio
p+p−

p+p−p0

K+K−

p+p−p0p0

p+p−p+p−

K0
S K0

L
p0g

KKpp
KKp

(p+p−p+p−p0p0)no h
hp+p−

(p+p−p+p−p0)no h
wp0

hg
All other states

(p+p−p0p0p0)no h
whp0

hw
p+p−p+p−p+p−

(p+p−p0p0p0p0)no h

First sub%  ab-initio
Lattice QCD calculation

“One piece of 𝑎!” does not
agree with other lattice 
calculations.

“Other pieces” to be compared

Implies larger discrepancy
of hadronic cross section at low E

Δ𝛼*+, 𝑡(𝑥) from 
𝜇(𝑒) → 𝜇(𝑒) elastic scattering 

𝑡 𝑥 = "#"
#

"$%
<	0	

𝑥 =Feynman x

[KNT18, PRD97, 114025]
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A. El-Khadra JETP 07 April 2021

Hadronic vacuum polarization

 X

⇧̂(q2) = ⇧(q2)�⇧(0)

Leading order HVP correction: 

• Can rewrite the integral in terms of the hadronic   cross 
section:  

e+e−

aHVP,LO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z

dq2!(q2) ⇧̂(q2)

|2
hadrons

hadrons

e+

e−

➠
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A. El-Khadra JETP 07 April 2021

Hadronic vacuum polarization

 X

⇧̂(q2) = ⇧(q2)�⇧(0)

Leading order HVP correction: aHVP,LO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z

dq2!(q2) ⇧̂(q2)

• Calculate    in Lattice QCD 

  Compute correlation function:  

  Obtain   from an integral over Euclidean time:  
  

aHVP,LO
μ

aHVP,LO
μ

C(t) =
1

3

X

i,x

hji(x, t)ji(0, 0)i

aHVP,LO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z 1

0
dt w̃(t)C(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="bwdIsym4glyVPgnTM0fRxWwPX2s=">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</latexit>
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Muon g-2: experiment vs theory

aSMµ = aQED

µ + aWeak

µ + aHVP

µ + aHLbL

µ = 116591810 (43)⇥ 10�11
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Meyer–Lellouch–Lüscher–Gounaris–Sakurai technique described in 
Supplementary Information; and (iii). the ρ–π–γ model of Jegerlehner 
and Szafron30, already used in a lattice context in ref. 31. Moreover, to 
reduce discretization errors in the light-quark contributions to aµ, 
before extrapolating those contributions to the continuum, we apply 
a taste-improvement procedure that reduces lattice artefacts due to 
taste-symmetry breaking. The procedure is built upon the three models 
of π–ρ physics mentioned above. We provide evidence that validates 
this procedure in Supplementary Information.

Combining all of these ingredients, we obtain as a final result 
aµ = 707.5(2.3)stat(5.0)syst(5.5)tot. The statistical error comes mainly 
from the noisy, large-distance region of the current–current correla-
tor. The systematic error is dominated by the continuum extrapola-
tion and the finite-size effect computation. The total error is obtained 
by adding the first two in quadrature. In total, we reach a relative 
accuracy of 0.8%. In Fig. 2 we show the continuum extrapolation of 
the light, connected component of aµ, which gives the dominant 
contribution to aµ.

Figure 3 compares our result with previous lattice computations and 
also with results from the R-ratio method, which have recently been 
reviewed in ref. 7. In principle, one can reduce the uncertainty of our 
result by combining our lattice correlator, G(t), with the one obtained 
from the R-ratio method, in regions of Euclidean time in which the lat-
ter is more precise19. We do not do so here because there is a tension 
between our result and those obtained by the R-ratio method, as can be 
seen in Fig. 3. For the total LO-HVP contribution to aµ, our result is 2.0σ, 
2.5σ, 2.4σ and 2.2σ larger than the R-ratio results of aµ = 694.0(4.0) (ref. 3),  
aµ = 692.78(2.42) (ref. 4), aµ = 692.3(3.3) (refs. 5,6) and the combined 
result aµ = 693.1(4.0) of ref. 7, respectively. It is worth noting that the 
R-ratio determinations are based on the same experimental datasets 
and are therefore strongly correlated, although these datasets were 
obtained in several different and independent experiments that we have 

no reason to believe are collectively biased. Clearly, these comparisons 
need further investigation, although it should also be kept in mind 
that the tensions observed here are smaller, for instance, than what 
is usually considered experimental evidence for a new phenomenon 
(3σ) and much smaller than what is needed to claim an experimental 
discovery (5σ).

As a first step in that direction, it is instructive to consider a mod-
ified observable, where the correlator G(t) is restricted to a finite 
interval by a smooth window function19. This observable, which we 
denote as aµ,win, is obtained much more readily than aµ on the lattice. 
Its shorter-distance nature makes it far less susceptible to statistical 
noise and to finite-volume effects. Moreover, in the case of staggered 
fermions, it has reduced discretization artefacts. This is shown in 
Fig. 4, where the light, connected component of aµ,win is plotted as 
a function of a2. Because the determination of this quantity does 
not require overcoming many of the challenges described above, 
other lattice groups have obtained it with errors comparable to 
ours19,20. This allows a sharper benchmarking of our calculation of 
this challenging, light-quark contribution that dominates aµ.  
Our aµ,win

light  differs by 0.2σ and 2.2σ from the lattice results of ref. 20 
and ref. 19, respectively. Moreover, aµ,win can be computed using the 
R-ratio approach, and we do so using the dataset provided by the 
authors of ref. 4. However, here we find a 3.7σ tension with our lattice 
result.

To conclude, when combined with the other standard-model con-
tributions (see, for example, refs. 3,4), our result for the leading-order 
hadronic contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the 
muon, a = 707.5(5.5) × 10µ

LO HVP
tot

−10‐ , weakens the long-standing dis-
crepancy between experiment and theory. However, as discussed above 
and can be seen in Fig. 2, our lattice result shows some tension with the 
R-ratio determinations of refs. 3–6. Obviously, our findings should be 
confirmed—or refuted—by other studies using different discretizations 
of QCD. Those investigations are underway.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting sum-
maries, source data, extended data, supplementary information, 
acknowledgements, peer review information; details of author con-
tributions and competing interests; and statements of data and code 
availability are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-021-03418-1.
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Fig. 4 | Continuum extrapolation of the isospin-symmetric, light, 
connected component of the window observable aµ,win, a( )isoµ,win

ightl . The data 
points are extrapolated to the infinite-volume limit. Central values are 
medians; error bars are s.e.m. Two different ways to perform the continuum 
extrapolations are shown: one without improvement, and another with 
corrections from a model involving the ρ meson (SRHO). In both cases the lines 
show linear, quadratic and cubic fits in a2 with varying number of lattice 
spacings in the fit. The continuum-extrapolated result is shown with the results 
from Blum et al.19 and Aubin et al.20. Also plotted is our R-ratio-based 
determination, obtained using the experimental data compiled by the authors 
of ref. 4 and our lattice results for the non-light-connected contributions. This 
plot is convenient for comparing different lattice results. Regarding the total 
aµ,win, for which we must also include the contributions of flavours other than 
light and isospin-symmetry-breaking effects, we obtain 236.7(1.4)tot on the 
lattice and 229.7(1.3)tot from the R-ratio; the latter is 3.7σ or 3.1% smaller than the 
lattice result.
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Meyer–Lellouch–Lüscher–Gounaris–Sakurai technique described in 
Supplementary Information; and (iii). the ρ–π–γ model of Jegerlehner 
and Szafron30, already used in a lattice context in ref. 31. Moreover, to 
reduce discretization errors in the light-quark contributions to aµ, 
before extrapolating those contributions to the continuum, we apply 
a taste-improvement procedure that reduces lattice artefacts due to 
taste-symmetry breaking. The procedure is built upon the three models 
of π–ρ physics mentioned above. We provide evidence that validates 
this procedure in Supplementary Information.

Combining all of these ingredients, we obtain as a final result 
aµ = 707.5(2.3)stat(5.0)syst(5.5)tot. The statistical error comes mainly 
from the noisy, large-distance region of the current–current correla-
tor. The systematic error is dominated by the continuum extrapola-
tion and the finite-size effect computation. The total error is obtained 
by adding the first two in quadrature. In total, we reach a relative 
accuracy of 0.8%. In Fig. 2 we show the continuum extrapolation of 
the light, connected component of aµ, which gives the dominant 
contribution to aµ.

Figure 3 compares our result with previous lattice computations and 
also with results from the R-ratio method, which have recently been 
reviewed in ref. 7. In principle, one can reduce the uncertainty of our 
result by combining our lattice correlator, G(t), with the one obtained 
from the R-ratio method, in regions of Euclidean time in which the lat-
ter is more precise19. We do not do so here because there is a tension 
between our result and those obtained by the R-ratio method, as can be 
seen in Fig. 3. For the total LO-HVP contribution to aµ, our result is 2.0σ, 
2.5σ, 2.4σ and 2.2σ larger than the R-ratio results of aµ = 694.0(4.0) (ref. 3),  
aµ = 692.78(2.42) (ref. 4), aµ = 692.3(3.3) (refs. 5,6) and the combined 
result aµ = 693.1(4.0) of ref. 7, respectively. It is worth noting that the 
R-ratio determinations are based on the same experimental datasets 
and are therefore strongly correlated, although these datasets were 
obtained in several different and independent experiments that we have 

no reason to believe are collectively biased. Clearly, these comparisons 
need further investigation, although it should also be kept in mind 
that the tensions observed here are smaller, for instance, than what 
is usually considered experimental evidence for a new phenomenon 
(3σ) and much smaller than what is needed to claim an experimental 
discovery (5σ).

As a first step in that direction, it is instructive to consider a mod-
ified observable, where the correlator G(t) is restricted to a finite 
interval by a smooth window function19. This observable, which we 
denote as aµ,win, is obtained much more readily than aµ on the lattice. 
Its shorter-distance nature makes it far less susceptible to statistical 
noise and to finite-volume effects. Moreover, in the case of staggered 
fermions, it has reduced discretization artefacts. This is shown in 
Fig. 4, where the light, connected component of aµ,win is plotted as 
a function of a2. Because the determination of this quantity does 
not require overcoming many of the challenges described above, 
other lattice groups have obtained it with errors comparable to 
ours19,20. This allows a sharper benchmarking of our calculation of 
this challenging, light-quark contribution that dominates aµ.  
Our aµ,win

light  differs by 0.2σ and 2.2σ from the lattice results of ref. 20 
and ref. 19, respectively. Moreover, aµ,win can be computed using the 
R-ratio approach, and we do so using the dataset provided by the 
authors of ref. 4. However, here we find a 3.7σ tension with our lattice 
result.

To conclude, when combined with the other standard-model con-
tributions (see, for example, refs. 3,4), our result for the leading-order 
hadronic contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the 
muon, a = 707.5(5.5) × 10µ

LO HVP
tot

−10‐ , weakens the long-standing dis-
crepancy between experiment and theory. However, as discussed above 
and can be seen in Fig. 2, our lattice result shows some tension with the 
R-ratio determinations of refs. 3–6. Obviously, our findings should be 
confirmed—or refuted—by other studies using different discretizations 
of QCD. Those investigations are underway.
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Fig. 4 | Continuum extrapolation of the isospin-symmetric, light, 
connected component of the window observable aµ,win, a( )isoµ,win

ightl . The data 
points are extrapolated to the infinite-volume limit. Central values are 
medians; error bars are s.e.m. Two different ways to perform the continuum 
extrapolations are shown: one without improvement, and another with 
corrections from a model involving the ρ meson (SRHO). In both cases the lines 
show linear, quadratic and cubic fits in a2 with varying number of lattice 
spacings in the fit. The continuum-extrapolated result is shown with the results 
from Blum et al.19 and Aubin et al.20. Also plotted is our R-ratio-based 
determination, obtained using the experimental data compiled by the authors 
of ref. 4 and our lattice results for the non-light-connected contributions. This 
plot is convenient for comparing different lattice results. Regarding the total 
aµ,win, for which we must also include the contributions of flavours other than 
light and isospin-symmetry-breaking effects, we obtain 236.7(1.4)tot on the 
lattice and 229.7(1.3)tot from the R-ratio; the latter is 3.7σ or 3.1% smaller than the 
lattice result.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Example continuum limits of a µ

ightl . The light-green 
triangles labelled ‘none’ correspond to our lattice results with no taste 
improvement. The blue squares repesent data that have undergone no taste 
improvement for t < 1.3 fm and SRHO improvement above. The blue curves 
correspond to example continuum extrapolations of improved data to 
polynomials in a2, up to and including a4. We note that extrapolations in 
a2αs(1/a)3, with αs(1/a) the strong coupling at the lattice scale, are also 
considered in our final result. The red circles and curves are the same as the 

blue points, but correspond to SRHO taste improvement for t ≥ 0.4 fm and no 
improvement for smaller t. The purple histogram results from fits using the 
SRHO improvement, and the corresponding central value and error is the 
purple band. The darker grey circles correspond to results corrected with 
SRHO in the range 0.4–1.3 fm and with NNLO SXPT for larger t. These latter fits 
serve to estimate the systematic uncertainty of the SRHO improvement. The 
grey band includes this uncertainty, and the corresponding histogram is shown 
with grey. Errors are s.e.m.

3.7 σ tension between BMW calculation and data-driven evaluation 
(KNT) for intermediate window !   
Need to quantify the differences between data-driven evaluations 
and the BMW results for the various energy/distance scales

aW
μ

[Borsanyi et al, arXiv:2002.12347, 2021 Nature]BMW20 [Borsanyi et al, arXiv:2002.12347, 2021 Nature]

BMW20: large systematics from continuum limit

Ø upper right panel: limit and uncertainty estimation

Ø lower right panel: limit for central window compared
to other lattice and data-driven results 



Lattice HVP: Cross checks, window method (I)
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Lattice HVP: Cross Checks

!9

• Use windows in Euclidean time to consider the different time 
regions separately.  
 
Short Distance (SD)      !  
Intermediate (W)          !  
Long Distance (LD)       !  
  
                            

• Compute each window separately (in continuum, infinite volume 
limits,…) and combine 

t : 0 → t0
t : t0 → t1
t : t1 → ∞

aHVP,LO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z 1

0
dt w̃(t)C(t)
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aµ = aSDµ + aWµ + aLDµ
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Lattice HVP: Cross checks, window method (II)

• Large discrepancies between different results, also with data-driven: BMW vs 
KNT: 3.7𝛔

• Individual results must sum up, and different groups & discretisations must agree 

(universality)
Thomas Teubner 76

A. El-Khadra Precision21, 09 April 2021

Lattice HVP: Cross Checks

!10Hartmut	Wittig

Crosschecks

17

“Window”	quanAAes
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(Plots	from	Davide	GiusU)

• Straighporward	reference	quan66es	
• Can	be	applied	to	individual	contribu6ons	(light,	strange,	charm,	disconnected,…)	
• Comparison	with	 /	 -ra6o	may	require	tuning	of	the	windowe+e− R

aμ = aSD
μ + aW

μ + aLD
μ

H. Wittig @ Lattice HVP workshop

Δ = 0.15 fm
t0 = 0.4 fm, t1 = 1.0 fm

PRELIMINARY PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY



Comparisons
We essentially used the BNL magic momentum 

storage ring technique.  But newer technology 

allowed us to scrutinize further and discovered new

effects.   We dedicated more time for special runs.

Jparc g-2 uses a low energy storage ring technique

(no quads, no kickers, no inflector).  But there are trade offs 

with rate and material and beam emittance.
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Determining Momentum 
Distribution by Observing 

Beam Debunching
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Fast Modulation is from the ~ 150 nsec cyclotron period

Slow Modulation is from 𝑎!

Lower momentum muons 
have shorter cyclotron period

Higher momentum muons
have longer cyclotron period

We can extract the 
rotation period distribution.
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rotation 
periods 

Equilibrium radii

Critical input for the
“E-field” Correction
(the largest correction).
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Determining Momentum 
Distribution by Observing 

Beam Debunching
Deviation from central orbit
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B-field Transients from Kickers and Quads

80

Large Currents Required to Kick the Muons

Reaction Eddy Currents and Impedance 
mismatch currents

Mechanical Motion due to Lorentz Forces

Mechanical Motion due brief impulse of
Electrostatic forces.

Vibration of metals in a magnetic field
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Extremely difficult measurement requiring several groups over 3 years during 
beam-off period to accomplish.

Kicker Transient 
Measurements 

Faraday Magnetometer



B-field Transients 
from Quads

This was a surprise 
and a worry

Corresponded to 
mechanical vibrations of the 
Quad plates caused by
electrostatic impulses 
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Mirrors for 
Reflectometer

Accelerometers

Special NMR Probes

Required 1 year of study using specialty 
NMR probes and mechanical 
measurements



B-field Transients from the Quad System 
Train of 8 Pulses of the Quad system
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Transient during Muon Fill

Small Correction with large error
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�̅�𝛾(𝜇 = �̅�) 𝛾( 𝜇)+ �̅�* 𝛾( 𝜇*

�̅�𝜎(+𝜇 = �̅�) 𝜎(+ 𝜇*+ �̅�* 𝜎(+ 𝜇)

6𝜇 𝑚 𝜇 = �̅�) 𝑚 𝜇* + �̅�* 𝑚 𝜇)

g = 2 part connects same
chirality states

𝑎! part connects opposite
chirality states

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 terms connects opposite
chirality states

Chirality Connection
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Blinded
Results

from 4 data 
periods

c2/ndf=6.8/3  P(c2)=7.8%
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fit start time ["#]

% & '
fit start time ["#]

Fit Stability
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